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Abstract-A variational problem is posed to find the relative abundances of species in a community in the 
stationary growth phase, and a stratification theorem is formulated. Algorithms are derived to determine the 
relative abundances of species in communities consisting of two or three species consuming two or three re
sources. The boundaries are described for limitation strata where there are one, two, or three limiting re
sources. For a community consisting of two species consuming two resources, an explicit expression is 
ohtained for the relative abundance of species as a function of the ratio between the contents of the re
sources, and the form of this expression for actual demands of organisms for environmental resources is 
demonstrated. 
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INTRODUCTION	 The constraints describe the balance of consumption 
of environmental resources by organisms, and before 

The main problem of quantitative community solving the problem, it is unknown which of the re
ecology is to calculate the abundance	 of each of the sources are consumed completely or, in other words, 
populations of organisms in a community as a func which of the inequalities can be written as strict 
tion of the contents of available environmental re equalities. The model proposed has already been ap
sources. The purpose of this work is to derive an algo plied to phytoplankton communities [2, 3], in which 
rithm for finding the abundances of species constitut the number of species is usually much greater than the 
ing an ecological community, using methods of opti number of resources being consumed. This work con
mal control theory. The point is that methods of mod siders cases where the number of species is small and 
eling using sets of differential equations, which are is comparable to or smaller than the	 number of re
conventionally used in ecology, are extremely cum

sources (this is characteristic of communities of mi
bersome, difficult to observe, and have low efficiency 

croorganisms [4, 5]). 
when applied to studying communities consisting of 
many (w) species consuming many (m) resources. For 
example, a phytoplankton community in an ordinary VARIATIONAL MODEL 
pond comprises more than a hundred of species, which
 
consume dozens of noninterchangeable resources (a re A community of unicellular organisms is mod


alistic simulation model [1] of such a community in eled. The organisms consume resources, which are
 

volves In + w + mw equations and 2w + 4mw parame not interchangeable, because the functions of these re


ters). Another problem of ecology is to rigorously se sources with respect to the cell growth are different. It
 
lect, from the entire set of resources, the ones that ac is assumed that cell division and cell death are possi

tually control or limit the abundances of species to be ble, whereas cell fusion is not. As applied to labora

found. It is proposed to solve the two problems tory conditions, the proposed model describes accu

through solving a variational problem of determining mulative cultivation, when resources and microorgan

a constrained extremum under inequality constraints. isms are neither added nor removed. The development
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of the polyculture is studied until it ceases because of 
depletion of one of the resources, but not due to any 
other causes. 

It is postulated that dynamic systems from a 
given state pass into a state where the structure is 
extremal (within the limits governed by the resources 
available). The corresponding variational problem of 
determining a constrained extremum has the form 
[6-8] 

"L.. Cl;k<Ln, - k , k = I ,m, (I) 
, = I 

n, ~O, i= I,m 

where n, is the final total abundance to be found and 
the abundances of each of the species to be found, q{ 
is the amount of the kth resource that is necessary for 
the ith species to grow per cell (i.e., the demand), m is 
the total number of noninterchangeable resources con
sumed by the community, w is the number of species 
in the community, and Lt is the initial content of the 

kth resource in the environment (L' ~ 0). 

Note that the functional H(n), n = (nI' ., " n".), 
which is called the generalized entropy, is not postu
lated but derived using a category-functor method for 
comparing mathematical structures (the community 
itself is described by a mathematical structure of sets 
of n elements, each divided into w disjoint classes of 
n; elements) [6]. 

The main result on which the further investiga
tion of the problem formulated is based is the stratifi
cation theorem [2, 7]. According to this theorem, the 

'" 
entire space I1 Lt of resource factors is stratified into 

k=1 

2'" - I disjoint strata, each corresponding to one of the 
subsets of the set of resources consumed by the com

munity. For the stratum SJ, where J -::I- 0 is a subset of 
the set of resources {I, 2, .. " m}, (I) the solution 

n;(L) of problem (I), where L == Ll, L2, ••• , L"', depends 

on only those Lk for which k E J; and (2) for this solu-
IV 

tion, the nonstrict inequalities ICI;k n; $Lk become 
, =1 

strict equalities for all k E J and strict inequalities for 

all k lit J. The stratification theorem reduces problem 
( I) to the problems 

H(n) ---1 extr, 
IV 

" i. < L' . d J (2)L.. q, n, - ., J "" , 
;=1 

n;~O,i=l,w, 

formulated for any J c {I, 2, ... , m}. 

The theorem provides an algorithm for calculat
ing the strata for a given set of demands q{ in a com
munity and also allows one to rigorously predict 
which resources limit the community growth (i.e., 
which resources are completely consumed from the 
environment). 

The solution of problems (2) is called the spe
cies structure formula 

where n =I
IV 

n;; and the vector D has the components 
;=1 

j from the set J, which identifies the stratum to which 

the vector D belongs. The Lagrange multipliers 'Ak 

and the total abundance n as functions of the contents 
D of the resources consumed completely in the stra
tum SJ are found from the algebraic equations 

SOLUTIONS FOR SOME PARTICULAR CASES 
OF THE VARIATIONAL PROBLEM 

The stratification theorem and also the existence 
and uniqueness theorem [7] give an algorithm for 
solving the variational problem (I). Initially, it is nec
essary to find the boundaries of the strata into which 
the resource space is stratified according to the strati
fication theorem (the method for finding the strata fol
lows directly from the proof). Then, in each of the 
strata, problem (2) where the nonstrict inequalities are 
replaced by equalities is solved. When the number of 
limiting factors coincides with the number of species, 
it is sufficient to solve the set of the inequality 
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-=----------------0 
Fig. 1. Stratification of the space of resource factors be
ing consumed at m =2. [n stratum [, the limiting factors 
are L 1 and L2; in stratum H, the limiting factor is L 1; and 
in stratum Ill. [he limiting factor is L2. 

constraints. Below, the solutions of the problem 111 

some particular cases are presented. 

Solution for the Case 
where w = 2 and m = 2 

Let a community consist of two species consum
ing two resources, Lt and U. Let the demands of the 
species for the resources are known: {q,k }, k = I, 2; 
i = I, 2 (the superscript k denotes resources, and the 
subscript i stands for species). According to the 
variational model of community, the abundances of 
species in the stationary growth phase are found as 
follows. Initially, it is necessary to find the strata into 
which the resource space is stratified according to the 
stratification theorem. Let Xo be the root of the equa
tion X'/: + xq~ = I and Yo be the root of the equation 
yid + y'li = I. Then, the slopes of the rays that are the 
boundaries of the limitation strata (Fig. I) are deter
mined as 

The resource space is stratified into three strata: 
in stratum 1, the limiting resources are L' and U; in 
stratum I1, the limiting resource is L'; and in stratum 
III, the limiting resource is L 2• 

Let us find the relative abundances of species in 
the stationary growth phase in each of the strata sepa
rately. 

L' 
In stratum I, where V $ - $T], both inequalities 

L 2 

of the initial variational problem appear as the equali
ties 

{ q,~nl +q~n2 =L', 

q,-n, +qin2 =::.U. 

n, Il? L1 

Let us denote - =s, -- = t, - =::. X. Then, the 
11 11 U 

set has the solution 

!
 
qiX -q~
 

S =qiX -q~ +qi -c!?X' 

q l -Cj2X
t =::. I' 

qiX -q~ +qi -c!?X' 

Lt 
In stratum I1, where -2 < V, the variational prob

L 
lem has the form 

{ 
H(n)~ max, 

qlllt +qill2 =::.L'. 

The solution of this problem is given by the spe
cies structure formula Il, =n exp( -A' qJ), i = I, 2, 
where Il and AI are the solution of the set 

L
2

exp( -A'q! ) =I, 
1=1 

2 

A' (ilL q! exp( -A'q! ) - L' ) =::. 0, 
t =1 

Let us make the change of variables exp(-A I) = x; 
ql ql

then, the relative abundances s =::. X O 
I and t =::. X o2 are 

, I 

found from the equation x;{' + xg 2 = 1. 

Lt 
In stratum Ill, where - > n, the initial variatU '\ 

ional problem appears as the problem involving a sin
gle equality: 

Reasoning similar to that in stratum II yields 

Il, 'I' 11, 'I' 'I' J'S=_=yol andt=-= yo 2;moreover, yo l +y~2 =1. 
n n 
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Solution for the Case 
where w =3 and m = 2 

Let a community consist of three species con

suming two resources, L' and U. Let the demands of 

the species for the resources are known: {qt}, 

k = I, 2; i = I, 2, 3 (the superscript k denotes re

sources, and the subscript i stands for species). Ac

cording to the variational model of community, the 

abundances of species in the stationary growth phase 

are determined as follows. Three strata, into which the 

resource space is stratified, are given similarly to the 

previous case. Let Xo be the root of the equation 

X 'Ill + X'/1 + x'l~ =1 and Yo be the root of the equation 

y'li + y'li + y'li = I. Then, the slopes of the rays that 

are the boundaries of the limitation strata (Fig. I) are 

determined as 

LI .. 
hIn t he stratum were v ~ U == X ~ T], the lImIt

ing resources are L' and U; in the stratum where 
L1 

-, < v, the limiting resource is L'; and in the stratum 
L

L1 

where -1 > T], the limiting resource is U. Let us find 
L" 

the relative abundances of species in each of the 

strata. 

L'
In the stratum where v ~ -1 ~ T], the variational 

L-
problem has the form 

By taking into account that the solution of this 

problem is given by the species structure formula, and 

introducing new variables exp(_AI) =x and exp(_1.2) = 

= y, the set of equations for the relative abundances ~ 
n 

is obtained in the form 
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Fig. 2. Stratification of the space of resource factors be
ing consumed at m = 3. In stratum I, the limiting factors 
are L 1, L2, and L3; in stratum II, L1 and L2 ; in stratum rn, 
Li and L3; in stratum IV, L2 and L1; in stratum V, Li; in 
stratum VI, L2 ; and in stratum VII, L1. 

n· I)
-'-=x'l, y'l,- ,i==I,2,3, 
n 

I 2 I 2 I 2
X'11 y'/l + X'12 Y '12 + X'h Y 'h = I, 

I , I , I I ' q!X'lly'/i + q I x'h y'I'2 + q X'h )1'/\
2 3. =X. 
7 I .., J I )1 I 'qj- X '11 y'li +q'2 X '/2 Y '1'2 + q:;, X '11 Y '11 

In the strata where there is only one limiting fac
tor, the relative abundances of species in the station
ary growth phase are found as follows. 

In the stratum where £.. < v, i.e., where the lim
U 

iting factor is L!, the variational problem has the form 

H(ii) ~ max, 
{ qln, +q~n2 +q\n, ==L1 

• 

By taking into account the species structure for

mula and introducing the variable exp(-A') =x, the 

set of equations for the relative abundances!3:.i.- is ob
n 

tained in the form 
I 

n, =nx'l, , 

x'll + x '/1 + X'/~ =1 
{ 

n(qix'll +q~XIj1 +~\X'I\ )=L'. 
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Thus, the relative abundances are !!i. = xci! , where 
n 

. h f h . , , '1 S' .Xo IS t e root 0 t e equatIon X'/, + X"2 + x'" =. Iml

larly, in the stratum where the limiting factor is L2
, 

1 
. L I" ni 'I' h .I.e., where -L > 11, the so utlon IS - = Yo' , were Yo ISo - n 

the root of the equation yid + y IIJ + Y '/~ = I. 

Solution for the Case 
where w = 3 and m = 3 

Let a community consist of three species con
suming three resources, 0, U, and L3. Let the de
mands of the species for the resources are known: 
{(d), k = I, 2, 3; i = I, 2, 3 (the superscript k denotes 
resources, and the subscript i stands for species). Ac
cording to the variational model of community, the 
resource space is stratified into seven strata. In one of 
these strata, there are three li miting factors; in three 
strata, two limiting factors; and in three strata, one 
limiting factor (Fig. 2). 

The strata are described as follows. Let zp, k = I, 
. . qf ,A (/~

2, 3, IS the root of the equatIon Zk + Zk' + Zk· = 1, 

k = I, 2, 3. Let us now consider the equation 
I J 1) 1 ') 

Z/' :::i" + z(l2 zii + zt/' zjl = I. This equation defines a 

certain function Z2 = Z2(Z I); then, the equations 

X\ (z, ) = 

at z,o ~ Zl ~ I define a certain line in the plane (X" X2), 

d 'f L1 d L' h h' l' ..an I x\=-an Xo=-,t ent IS melsmasec
L2 - L' 

tion L' = const. 
I ~ \.\ 

Similarly. the equations Z,I!J z~' +:::t :::j2 + 

ql (/' CJ2 If.1 ,,2 (/' ,/2 (/1
+ZI·'Z3' =1 and Z2' z,' +Z22Z,2 +:::2'Z,' =1 are con

sidered, and the functions ZI = ZI (l,) and z, = 2,(Z2) are 
derived. Two more lines in the section L' = const are 
obtained. 

At z~ ~Z3 ~l, 

I ,,,', ,,/', ' 1/'
q,z\(z,)'" Z3' +q2Z,(Z3)'12Z32 +(h2\(Z3)"'z3' 

= 
, ,,/', ,,,' 1 ' 11"

qiZ\(Z,)'" Z3' +Qi Z\(Z3)"2Z,2 +q'1 Z\(Z3)'/'Z3] 

At z~ ~Z2 ~l, 

Thus, in the section L3 = const, a curvilinear tri
angle is obtained, which is the boundary of the stratum 
where there are three limiting resources. By plotting 
rays, the boundaries of the other strata are determined. 

Let us find the relative abundances of species in 
the stationary growth phase. In the stratum where 
there are three limiting factors, the problem has the 
form of the set of three inequalities 

qln, +qjn2 +q;n3 = L', 

Q?nl +Qi n 2 +qin3 =U, 
{ 

Q?nl +q~n2 +q~n, =L3. 

The solution of this set in terms of variables 
nl n2 n3 L' L' 
-=5 -=t -=u -=XI and -=Xo has the 
n ' n ' n ' L2 ' L' 

form 

5 = I - t - u. 
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In the stratum where the limiting factors are Lt 
and C, the variational problem has the form 

H(n) ---7 max, 
I t I _ 1qlnl +q'2n'2 +q,n, -L, 

{ 
ql'2 nl +qin'2 +q~n, =C. 

The relative abundances are found as 

n· I'-'- =X'I, y'l,-, i =1,2, 3, 
n 

I 1 I 1 I"X'/I y'/l- + X'l2 y'li + X'll y'l') =I, 

I 1 1 I ' I I 'q\IX'/1 y'/l +q'2x'l2y'li +q,x'hy'l') L1 

---'-'-----'---------''-=----'-----_-=--:_--'--= 
') 12 } 1 ..., ') I 1 L2qt Xiii y'/l +qi X'11 y'li +q:;, x'l'y'l,) 

In the strata where the limiting factors are L 1 and 
L\ or U and L\ the solutions are obtained similarly. 

In the strata where there is only one limiting fac
tor, Lk , k = I, 2, 3, the relative abundances in the sta

and are given by the expressions s =X O t =X 2, and 

tionary growth phase are found by solving the 
variational problem 

H(n) ---7 max, 
{ 

q1k nl +q3n2 +q~n, =u 

(/I (l 
, o

U = x g\ ,where Xo is the root of the equation x'lf + x '1~ + 

+ X'I\ =1. 

Solution for the Case 
where w = 2 and m = 3 

Let a community consist of two species consum
ing three resources, L 1 , U, and L'. Let the demands of 
the species for the resources are known: (q /), k = I, 
2, 3; i = I, 2 (the superscript k denotes resources, and 
the subscript i stands for species). According to the 
variational model of community, the resource space is 
stratified into seven strata. In one of these strata, there 
are three limiting factors; in three strata, two limiting 
factors; and in three strata, one limiting factor 
(Fig. 2). The strata are described as follows. Let zf, 
k = I, 2, 3, is the root of the equation z'fl

k 

+ z'fl 
k 

= I, 

k = I, 2, 3, Let us now consider the equation zi/l 
I 

zil2 

+ 
I ' 

+ Zil1 ziI = 1. This equation defines a certain function 

::'2 = ::'2(::: I); then, the equations 

at Zlo S Zl S I define a certain line in the plane (XI, X2), 

'f D d Lt h h' I' " and I XI = L'2 an X'2 = L" t en t IS me IS m a sec

tion L' =const. 
1"' I", 

Similarly, the equations zt zj1 + Z?2 zji = I and 
'.1 ' ,1 

zil-zjl + zii zj2 = I are considered, and the functions 

Zl = ZI(Z,) and z, = 2,(Z'2) are derived. Two more lines 
in the section L' = are obtained. 

At z~ S z, si, 

I ) '11 '/1' I " (7 ) '1\ '11(z )- qIZj(z, Z, +q'2<1 q -z, 
XI , - l' 1 1 ' 

q? Zl (z, )'11 zj1 + qi Zl (z, )'/2 zji 

Thus, in the section L 3 = const, a curvilinear tri
angle is obtained, which is the boundary of the stra
tum where there are three limiting resources. By plot
ting rays, the boundaries of the other strata are deter
mined. 

Let us find the relative abundances of species in 
the stationary growth phase. In the stratum where 
there are three limiting factors, the initial variational 
problem has the form 

H(n) ---7 max, 

qInl + q i n'2 =L l
, 

q?n, +qin'2 =L'2, 

q?nl +qin2 =L'. 

By taking into account that the solution of this 
problem is given by the species structure formula, and 

introducing variables exp(-AI) =x, exp(-A '2) =y, and 

exp(-A') = z, the set of equations for the relative 

abundances !:i is obtained in the form 
n 
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Fig. 3. Relative abundances (1) t and (2) s of two species 
as functions of the ratio between the contents of two lim
iting resources. 

nE I:!.\.
-=X'iiy'/' ;::'/',1=1,2, 
n 

In the stratum where the limiting factors are L 1 

and L2, the variational problem has the form 

q/n, +q~n2 =0, 
{q? nj + qi 112 = L"2 . 

Similarly to the case where w =2 and m =2, the 
relative abundances are found as 

,_ q22 X -q; _ 
.\ - ') ') 1 

QiX -Q~ +qi -q,-X 

ql -cdx 
t = qiX -q~ +ql -q?X' 

L' 
where X =-0 . 

L-

In the strata where the limiting factors are L' and 
L1, or L2 and L3, the solutions are obtained similarly. 

In the strata where there is only one limiting fac
tor, L" k = I, 2, 3, the variational problem has the form 

H(jj) ---7 max, 

{ qtn, +Q~n2 =U· k=I,2,3. 

Solving this problem similarly to the case where 
q' q'

w =2 and III =2 yields s = x o' , and t =X 0 
2 

; moreover, 
(/ f Ij~

xo+xo'=l. 

Calculations for the Case 
where w = 2 and m = 3 

To perform illustrative calculations using the al
gorithms described, the demands of species for re
sources were taken from the results of microbiologi
cal studies [4, 5]: ql =55, q? = 10, q~ =50, and 
q? = 15. The boundaries of strata are determined by 

50 + x 55solving the equations x = I and ylo + is = I. 
Their solutions are Xo =0.986874 and yo =0.945312. 
The slopes T] and v of the rays that are the boundaries 
of the limitation strata are 

55x 55 + 50x 5o 

V = ~5 ~o =4.1 65884;
10xo +15x(j 

55y lo + 50v ls 
T] = 0 . 0 =4.3494. 

10ybO + 15yb5 

Then, the relative abundances of species in each 
of the strata are calculated. 

13 
In the stratum where v ~ X ~ T], s = 3 - --; 

X+I 
13 

t=-2+--. 
X +1 

In the stratum where X < v, s =x~s = 0.483497, 
t =x~o = 0.5 I 165 I8. 

In the stratum where X> T], S =y~? =0.569841, 
t=ybS =0.43016. 

The relative abundances t and s of species as 
functions of the ratio X between the contents of re
sources are presented in Fig. 3. 

CONCLUSION 

The results obtained, in particular, the explicit 
expressions for the relative abundances of species as 
functions of the ratio between the contents of re
sources, demonstrated the possibility of controlling 
the community structure, i.e., the possibility of select
ing such contents of resources in the environment 
early in the experiment that, by the time the commu
nity attains the stationary growth phase, the relative 
abundances of species vary regularly (Fig. 3). The 
complete proof of the existence of this possibility is 
given by the optimization theorem [9], according to 
which (I) the relative abundances of species depend 
on the ratios between the contents of environmental 
resources consumed completely by the community; 
(2) to a given set L of environmental resources, the 
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only state ii =(n" ... , n,J of the community corre
sponds; and (3) the relative abundance of a given spe

cies takes the maximal value (the value that is maximal 

among all the possible values throughout the range of 

factors being modified) when the ratio between the 

contents of resource factors is equal to the ratio be

tween the demands for them for the given species. 
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